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Abstract. The reverse roller-coating case-study involves a large volume of industrially-related simulation results. Flow 
settings and results are discussed, in an attempt to identify the principal factors that affect the coating process. The main 
objective is to evaluate results, covering industrial requirements to identify optimal operating windows. This is achieved 
through the development of multimedia presentation technology, allowing effortless interactive investigation and parameter 
adjustment, advancing standard data presentation modes. Both steady and transient simulated flow-states are evaluated. The 
inclusion of multiple innovative presentation modes within a single implementation, facilitates customised presentation for 
different content data-types. The multimedia-system multiplexes predetermined presentation routes and interactive 
interrogation modes using navigational graphs. Functionality is provided in multiple delivery-modes: as a single-computer 
application; over the World-Wide-Web; via connection to other multimedia instances. This case-study provides a 
characteristic template to be adopted for alternative data-sets. 

1 Introduction: Reverse Roller-Coating Case-Study 

The industrial process of Reverse Roller-Coating is one in which an aluminium foil is coated with solvent resin. 
This provides the subject matter for the present case-study of interest ([6], [7], see also [9] for others). The 
multimedia (MM) interface utilises a solid-modelling, viewpoint-rotating, animation with soundtrack [Figure 1], 
to display interaction between the main components of the modelled flow-system: coating-resin, rollers, and 
foil. This provides a ‘look-and-feel’ for the process and with explanatory voiceover (VO), offers the starting 
point for the multimedia system (MMS) [RR-MMS]. The foil sheet is observed to pass over a series of rollers, 
with the applicator roll rotating in the opposite direction to that of foil-movement (reverse coating). Typically, 
the product would be used to supply layered metal sheets, from which can-lids for public-wide consumption 
would be punched. As with other coating processes, such as printing, the difficulties encountered in 
economically producing such coated foils are associated with processing within tightly-specified operating 
windows. Here, finite element numerical simulation has been employed ([6], [7]), to classify the most 
significant factors that govern the process. In this regard, attention is paid to illustration of a range of roller and 
foil-speeds, to interrogate process operating windows, and the corresponding flow and deformation patterns that 
result.  
A principal aim is to present a coherent visual representation of the associated flow problem. In this manner, it 
is possible to access and predict the causes of temporal and spatial instabilities, such as ribbing and striping, 
perennial to the process. Interactivity through MM-implementation plays a major role, enabling selective 
navigation [2] through the large data-domain involved. Initially a two-dimensional steady setting is addressed, a 
precursor to the transient data to follow. The finite element simulation of this process has resulted in the 
creation of a substantial volume of data, to be interpreted through flow-field variables such as pressure, shear-
rate and streamlines. Principal MM concerns reside in the choice of categorisation order, evaluation of the data 
and suitable presentation decisions. This is achieved with the introduction of new presentation techniques that 
enhance interaction. This is conveyed through the dynamic combination of parameters of interest, alongside use 
of techniques that allow effortless data-navigation [9]. In this manner, new presentation standards emerge, as 
compared to current state-of-the-art techniques, used for Computer Fluid Dynamic (CFD) and generic scientific 
data. A number of variables and representation modes are incorporated. These include velocity-vector fields, 
streamline and Motion-Blur patterns [16]. Motion-Blur is a technique that generates static filled-field plots. 



 

 

 

Figure 1, cc.1 Figure 2 
 
These can be encoded into animated streams. Other variables examined are: pressure, lift, drag and shear-rate 
[7]. Data, originating from modern visualisation techniques ([13], [20]), are combined with object-oriented 
WIMP interfaces ([3], [4]), multimedia environments and databases ([12], [8], [1]).  
Innovative multimedia presentation has emerged [10], based on the PREMO reference-model [15] and governed 
by the following factors, common across various software-engineering models ([14], [18]): 
a) Interactive navigation and content-description, conforming to modern application and user-interface 
standards which include components compatible with MPEG-7 and others listed ([21], [22], [15], [17]) 
featuring menu-driven interfaces, graphical representations of variables, visual representation of problem 
domain, and direct access to interrelated content; 
b) Combination of data instances into meaningful interactive frames, capable of providing feedback, via 
realism. This involves automatic animation of field variables through modern computer graphics. Hence, 
interrelated multi-sorted data instances may be combined, to describe transient or steady-state flow response, 
involving combinations of variables; 
c) WWW delivery, utilising modern streaming technologies. Hence, public access and awareness can be 
achieved through widely-available media (Internet , SHOCKWAVE [19]); 
Desirable MM characteristics include: organisation and categorisation of the data under a common interface, 
providing non-sequential access to interrelated sections; increased usability, without compromise, or reduction 
of presentation content; sequential or user-driven modes of access, complete with voiceover (VO) sequences, to 
describe individual frame content. This can facilitate use of MMS at different levels. 
Graphical networks offer some advantages, in representing data organisation and frame-linking, as opposed to 
free MMS-design. For example, in the transformation of graph-sections to other structures such as trees, or 
linked-lists. This enables automatic creation of films or other presentation-types. Additionally, minimum-path-
length algorithms can be utilised, to help identify data-nodes of interest. Current MMS graph-organisation can 
be described best as a combination (within lower levels), of multiple sub-graphs including loop- and fully-
connected graphs. Main menu options lead to predetermined slide-sets, accessible either in sequence, or in user-
defined order. Forward movement and backtracking from lower levels is allowed at every intermediate node 
[Figure 2]. In addition, direct access to non-local nodes is allowed, external to currently accessed sub-graphs, 
based on the data-relationships. This classifies the structure used as a multi-connected graph, which contains 
multiple sub-structures: trees, fully or multi-connected sub-graphs and linearly-linked lists. Such an 
organisation is found to function well, in following various routes to identify the flow characteristics most likely 
to affect the coating process. This particular combination of a tree-graph structure for lower levels, allows for 
flexibility, to order and expand the data without re-organisation. Simpler interaction modes may be 
programmed. An example is the utilisation of the cruise-control mechanism offering a linear path. Other modes 
incorporated are cyclic graphs and direct interaction with field-variables. These interaction-modes are best 
represented as fully-connected graphs for particular MMS frames (see Motion-Blur reference below). 



2 MMS Guided Tour – Introduction, Standard Settings 

We follow the pre-defined “cruise-control” (cc.n) path to display simulation-results, whilst explaining their 
meaning, justifying the choices made on data integration and visualisation. “n” indicates a particular point 
instance along the path. System-usability is described via MM interaction. 
Main animated view 
The particular section of the process being modelled in the case study relates to the lacquer inflow upon the 
application roller, its take up around a meniscus region, and travel towards the foil-roller nip-gap, prior to 
transport onto the underside of the foil that generates the desired lacquer-coated surface. Processing instabilities 
generate unevenness in the surface finish that is aesthetically unacceptable to the consumer-market. The 
scientific interest in the case study lies in the fundamental understanding of the reverse roller-coating process, 
with the intention of directing optimised process control. Consequently this will impact upon processing 
instabilities, such as chatter, starvation and flow-lines, which degrade product quality and generate economic 
loss through wastage. Hence, the motivation for the present study: to predict how, when and why such effects 
arise and to suggest a possible remedy.  
A multimedia view of the problem, accessible over the WWW, is used to enable interaction with the numerical 
predictions. This exposes the high aspect-ratios involved, and interrelates the data gathered in a meaningful 
manner. A standard foil-speed is around 200m/min and the applicator roll-speed is 90% of this. The lacquer 
coating, without polymer additives, is characterised as a Newtonian fluid. To begin, an introductory animated 
clip familiarises the viewer with the problem [Figure 1, cc.1]. This contains an animated three-dimensional 
overview of the coating process, illustrating the physical flow. A rotated global view is displayed, which 
automatically zooms into the domain of interest. The animation is constructed using a transient computer-
generated, three-dimensional solid-model. This was rendered into a single stream, using a three-dimensional 
photo-realistic renderer. An additional feature of the MMS is the use of a musical stream. This has been 
rendered (embedded) within the stream to ensure precise timing of the musical theme with transitions in the 
animation. The credits, acknowledge the supporting data, provided by the University of Wales Institute of Non-
Newtonian Fluid Mechanics (INNFM, see also http://innfm.swan.ac.uk).  
 
Main Menu 
Upon selection of green cruise-control (top-left screen) or the bottom-right screen menu-button, labelled ‘Press 
to Continue’, [Figure 1], the MMS switches to interactive mode [Figure 3, cc.2]. A set of animated arrows 
create a realistic impression of the ‘process in action’, over the still background image extracted from the 
introductory animation. In order to implement interaction, annotated buttons are employed. In terms of 
navigation, this system has been implemented with internal links over menus [17]. The MMS main menu adopts 
a tree-structure, providing links to major sub-menu nodes. One may pass from the current to immediately 
previous, or next, levels via sub-menu, node selection. Upon selection of a sub-menu (foil-speed, for instance), 
reveals further case-study related options. These allow direct-access between presentation sections, without 
having to divert navigation through the top-level menu. Their connectivity is based on the data-
interdependencies. 

 

  
Figure 3, cc.2 Figure 4 

 
In corresponding PowerPoint (PPT) presentation mode, the data were segregated under seven main headings: 
“Project Overview”, “Standard Settings”, “Increasing Roller-Speed”, “Increasing Foil-Speed”, and “Decreasing 



Foil-Speed”. Transient data were organised under headings: “Global Foil Shifting” and “Local Foil Shifting”. 
The cruise-control feature does not traverse the MMS exhaustively. For instance, “Modelling and 3D Views” is 
not included within this path. Under this menu-choice, selection between two further options is enabled: 
“Schematic Diagrams and 3D Models” and “Free-Surface and Nip-area Mesh”. Manual user-selection accesses 
static data plots, for modelling: a schematic diagram, meniscus and nip-area mesh sections employed to 
represent the discrete model, and Cartesian-frame views of the problem [Figure 4]. The mesh plots are 
constructed and visualised within propriety software packages, SDRC-IDEAS (meshing) and AVS 
(visualisation), respectively. Two and three-dimensional views were generated with the use of solid-modelling 
techniques. “General views” are catered for via a menu with four icons. Upon selection, each image would 
appear, zoomed centre-screen. In addition, active buttons “Next Slide” and “Previous Slide”, at bottom-screen, 
can be used to cycle through the icon-options. This functionality is provided wherever presentation order is 
imposed. Mesh detail is presented using static images, accessed through the “Free-Surface & Nip area mesh” 
option. In Figure 5, the meniscus-region, nip-area mesh and an appropriately scaled image of the complete mesh 
are illustrated. 
 
 “Standard Settings” 
Steady-state solution data reflect main points of interest, to identify the behaviour of pressure, lift and drag at 
the nip region, and stream function (in colour-filled and line-format), across the complete mesh. Lift is localised 
on the foil and drag on the roller. Both lift and drag levels are plotted against distance from the nip. Conditions 
local to the nip are identified: values reach a high level at close proximity to the nip. Note here, that no fluid-
leakage is considered out of the nip-region between foil and roller. Drag on the roller is much less significant 
than lift, and decreases in non-monotonic fashion. The third CC step covers standard settings of the problem 
[Figure 6, cc.3]. Here, a zoomed view of the flow under consideration is presented, utilising arrow animation 
similar to that of the main-menu. Active options are streamlines, velocity-vectors at the meniscus region, and 
graphs of variables “Lift”, “Drag” and “Pressure” at the nip region. At standard settings, colour density stream-
function plots indicate the long thin nature of the flow that travels from roller, to nip and back to the foil-coating 
(accessible through “Streamlines Colour Contours” and “Streamlines Line Contours” options). Pressures and 
shear-rates are high at the nip. Lift and pressure, localised to the nip (on the right of the graphs in Figure 9), turn 
out to be important factors in the process. The standard settings involve a set foil-speed (200 m/min), an 
application roller-speed of 90% foil-speed, and a plug-profile inflow and coating-flow. The coating thickness is 
specified from practical experience, no leakage is presumed at the nip-gap in the steady analysis, and the 
numerical implementation accounts for fixed and free-bounding domain surfaces. At standard problem setting, 
the stream-function solution can be observed in the form of colour contours along the whole geometry. 
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The geometrical aspect ratios under consideration are wide. Hence, the geometry must be segregated into 
multiple sections, to be presented sequentially on different slides when using separate PPT slides. At any point, 
the user has the ability to select zones of interest. A vortex can be observed along the length of the domain 
[Figure 7]. This indicates that a fluid particle that enters the flow system will travel up towards the right-end of 
the domain (so-called nip zone), to be taken up subsequently by the foil towards the exit (left) of the flow 
(coating). This is an important aspect of the flow, as in reality, this cannot be observed when the flow is in-situ. 
Dynamic user-driven MM-implementation does not require sequential access to data frames. Novel features of 
this particular menu-organisation include its interactivity, combined with an indicator and the use of sound to 



confirm menu selection, features synchronised throughout the MMS. Simulated data plots have been zoomed 
with the use of resizing algorithms, in a proportional manner towards the nip-area. Velocity-vectors, the third 
option of the MMS sub-menu on standard settings, utilises a static image to present the velocity (orientation) of 
the particles in the flow. Both free-meniscus and fixed-boundary (no-slip) simulations may be contrasted for 
their inherent differences. With the free-meniscus, fluid particles do not immediately travel to the foil at the 
free-surface. Instead, they travel first towards the nip, and then return along the foil [Figure 8]. Alternatively, 
reverse-flow is apparent with a fixed-boundary. The fourth and final standard settings option presents 
diagnostics on pressure, lift and drag approaching the nip region [Figure 9]. In the case of lift and drag, this 
represents a distributional map, plotted against distance from the nip. The main observation is that whilst 
approaching the nip, the variables of pressure and lift increase, and drag behaves in a non-monotonic fashion. In 
addition, the functional response in lift (on the right) is dictated by that in pressure.  
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Figure 9 

2.1 MMS Foil/Roller speed variation 

A parameter sensitivity analysis section covers the operating window of applied conditions. First, steady flow is 
considered, with no leakage at the nip. Variation in foil-speed at fixed roller-speed is illustrated. Subsequently, 
this test is inverted, varying roller-speed at fixed foil-speed. In this fashion, it is possible to relate flow and 
deformation fields to quantities of interest, such as forces upon the foil (lift) and roller (drag). Upon roller or 
foil-speed variation, visual representation is attained in quantifiable aspects of the flow, via field-data of the 
form: Velocity-vectors, Streamlines, Pressure, Shear-rate, Location of free-surface. There is additional 
requirement to provide the combination of pointwise maxima-sampled measures of Shear-Rate , Pressure (foil), 
Lift (foil) and Drag (roller) on line-graphs plotted over the nip region. Such line-graphs illustrate the variation 
of these quantities for the parameter settings under consideration, i.e. with variation of roller or foil-speeds. To 
assess the process it is meaningful to estimate maximum shear-rates over the nip region, pressure and lift on the 
foil, and drag on the roller. Another aspect considered has been the reduction in foil-speed from the standard 
setting. Within PPT, this was considered separately to increasing foil-speed. In MMS, both increasing and 
decreasing foil-speed may be taken simultaneously, allowing navigational control to direct the focus of interest. 



Intrinsically, the steady-state study, covers aspect of foil and roller-speed adjustment, along with nip flow-
states. Hence, the base formulation is constructed, upon which free-surface technology is incorporated within 
in-house CFD modelling software. Transient issues are addressed subsequently. It is observed in motion-blur 
representation (for the meniscus zone), that increasing foil-speed draws the flow re-circulation closer to the foil 
and twists the flow-lines towards the meniscus. Interactive interpretation (through graphs) of corresponding lift 
and drag, demonstrate the linear increase in forces with increasing foil-speed. This is also true of the maxima in 
shear-rate and pressure at the nip. In contrast, increasing the relative speed of the roller to the foil has the 
reverse effect. Now, the flow is drawn closer to the roller as its speed increases, and the forces reflect a linear 
decrease. Here, nip shear-rate maxima switch from foil to roller, as roll-speed dominates. 

 
 “Foil-Speed Variation”, Figures [10-16]  
The case-study menu-options lead to data corresponding to different speed settings of the coated foil. Foil-speed 
section [Figure 10, cc.4], uses a palette of options to display “Velocity Vectors”, “Motion-Blur”, “Shear-Rate 
Contours”, “Stream-Lines” and “Free Surface Location” results, located lower centre-screen. The result of 
speed variation is illustrated in the flow at the nip through shear-rate contours, and at the meniscus area, in 
terms of free-surface location [Figure 11], streamlines [Figure 12], and velocity-vectors. A combination of 
meniscus-area interrelated data can be found in the Motion-Blur section [Figures 14 to 16]. The shear-rate 
option provides static plots, containing sets of data plotted at different speed-settings. For the standard foil-
speed setting of 200m/min, the nip region shear-rates, at both the roller and foil, are of similar magnitude. When 
the foil-speed is reduced to 100m/min (half of standard), high shear-rates are observed at the roller. The 
opposite is true when foil-speed increases above 200m/min, so that this exceeds roller-speed. The next CC-point 
is set to access the 200m/min standard setting [Figure 15, cc.5]. Viewing the meniscus area, and free-surface 
location, one observes that more fluid is taken up by the roller (as the foil-speed increases). Hence, the free-
surface at the inlet region widens as the speed-setting increases [Figure 11]. 
The streamlines option [Figures 12, 13] provides an interactive menu that enables dynamic menu selection, over 
different speed-settings contained within the left-screen vertical-menu. Upon selection, the default standard 
setting 200m/min streamline pattern is displayed centre-screen, with menu icon red-boxed to the left of screen. 
With increase in foil-speed, streamline curvature, around the meniscus region to the left of the re-circulation 
zone, is observed to twist and orient with bias, more towards the foil-movement direction (left-to-right of 
image). Toggling between menu settings provides direct visual feedback, so that differences are apparent as 
data-sets adjust [Figures 12, 13]. Velocity-vector data are presented in a similar fashion. In either streamline or 
velocity-vector mode, one may observe the movement of the inlet region free-surface, covering both increase 
[Figure 15 to 16] and decrease [Figure 15 to 14] of foil-speed. 

 

  
Figure 10, cc.4 Figure 11 

 
At each speed-setting, an animation has been included (top-screen) based on Motion-Blur. Shear-rate contours 
at nip-region are provided under one further menu-option (see on, to roller-speed variation). Four graphs 
(centre-screen) represent maxima of shear-rate (over nip), pressure and lift (on foil), and drag (on roller), as 
functions of foil-speed. By selecting a different option from the left menu, arrows move to appropriate positions 
within the corresponding graph. As foil-speed increases, a monotonically increasing trend in the values can be 
observed in the corresponding graphs [Figures 14 to 16]. This trend is linear in all but shear-rate plots, as 
anticipated for Newtonian fluids. One must note, maxima in shear-rate change location with switch of foil-
speed setting. The Motion-Blur animation is presented via a non-terminating video loop. Again, free-surface 
movement can be observed through switch of speed-setting, indicated via a red bounding box left screen. The 



merit of using such a presentation technique with the current data is that the combination relates the variables 
plotted, together with a Motion-Blur animation [16]. The latter provides the impression, in a non-precise yet 
realistic manner, of the movement of fluid particles and the intensity of the flow within each region. Upon speed 
adjustment, a combination of all relevant parameters is provided, along with clear indication of the current 
setting. This type of interactive flexibility is rarely offered, if at all, within current commercial presentation 
software. In this manner, a number of flow features may be identified, proving MMS superior to a 
predetermined presentation order. 

 

  
Figure 12 Figure 13 

 

  
Figure 14 Figure 15, cc.5 

 

 
Figure 16, cc.6 

 
  
“Roller Speed Variation”, Figures [17-21] 
A section with equivalent functionality and similar data-types is accessed with further CC-path activation 
[Figure 19, cc.6], demonstrating flow-behaviour with roller-speed variation. Roller-speed varied about the 
standard setting of 90% foil-speed. Naturally, shear-rate maxima switch between foil to roller, as roller-speed 
dominates [Figure 17]. One additional variable is included, above those cited in the “Foil-Speed Variation” sub-



menu, namely “Pressure Contours”, over the nip region. The general observation is made that pressure 
decreases [Figure 18], as the speed of the roller approaches the maximum setting, 120% of foil-speed. Notice 
the high levels of nip-pressure reach O(109)Pas. A distorted flow-shape is evident when moving between 
various roller-speed settings. When increasing the roller-speed between 90% to 120% of foil-speed, the 
distortion is reversed [Figures 19, 20]. Now, drag on the roller increases linearly. Pressure at the foil decreases 
linearly, as does lift. Nip shear-rate follows a non-monotonic pattern that decreases from 90%, reaching minima 
for 99%, before increasing with higher speeds. Again, the sample-point of maxima for shear-rate is adjusting 
across the various roller-speed settings. Also, the central-vortex is shifted downwards slightly with increase of 
roller-speed. No free-surface oscillations are detected with temporal flow-rate/leakage adjustments made at the 
nip region. Therefore, this has lead to investigate foil-vibration itself, in order to interrogate the onset of such 
surface perturbations. 
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Figure 19, cc.6 Figure 20 

 

 
Figure 21 

 



2.2 MMS Transient analysis 

Switching to a temporal analysis, leakage is activated at the nip, to act as a flow relief mechanism. The gap at 
the nip may be widened, by shifting the foil vertically, instigated in a periodic manner. Two aspects have been 
addressed: the extent of the nip-width widening and the frequency of periodic adjustment (high or low). The 
extent of the gap-width is found to be a crucial factor in the process. A second PPT has summarised the 
extension of the study to transient considerations. This, within the MMS may be accessed through the “Global 
Foil Shifting” and “Local Foil Shifting” main-menu options. 
 “Global Foil-Shifting”  
Links to steady-state and temporal results are provided within the “Global Foil Shifting” section [cc.7]. Here, 
the whole foil is moved and various cases are considered, as outlined below. Inlet-flow on roller was analysed 
through a perturbation study (study A), but found to have little bearing on the coating flow itself. Case B 
introduces variation in nip flow-profile conditions, analysing the effects of leakage. Case C (at fixed nip-gap 
width), investigates temporal adjustment of nip conditions using a temporal switch between leakage and non-
leakage states over different time intervals (protocol settings). These protocols are: 10l-10nl, 20l-50nl, 50l-50nl, 
100l-100nl, with subscript “l”, “nl” indicating leakage and no-leakage stages, respectively, for associated time-
periods.  

 

 
Figure 22, cc.7 

 
Case D addresses global foil-shifting at variation in nip-gap width, subject to set temporal protocols. Various 
protocols are used, and an animated temporal representation of the free-surface development is accessible 
within this section of the MMS. The main observation here is that pressure and lift are linked: “Pressure is 
observed to be a direct sensor of lift, and hence, the choice to plot this quantity” [7]. To control the pressure it is 
sufficient to control the nip-gap width. This is strengthened further by the results at different protocols for 
pressure and lift. Aspects of global foil-shifting are dealt with, the shift being a certain percentage of the whole 
foil. This illustrates flow phenomena at the nip in the steady state-analysis, and at both the nip and meniscus 
under temporal state conditions. The two MMS sub-menu settings are “D1-Steady-State” [Figure 22] and “D2–
Temporal” [Figures 23, 24; cc.8 and cc.9]. The former is diagnostic to detect long-time influence of foil-shift. 
The steady-state section contains a frame with three graphs of distributional variables, pressure, lift and drag. 
Each graph contains three colour-coded line plots for different nip-width settings: blue is the standard setting 
line; red, the graph related to 2% nip width; and green, for 3% nip width [Figure 22]. Greater nip-width leads to 
elevation in lift-relief. When 1% of nip-width is shifted to 2%, the value of lift on the foil decreases by 
approximately one-third, whilst drag remains virtually unaffected. This indicates that controlling the width 
between roller and foil, may be used as a force-relief mechanism. These effects correspond simultaneously with 
changes in lift. The temporal section contains multiple data-instances in fourteen separate slides, organised into 
a pick-and-choose slide-sorter [Figure 23, left screen]. This section is the busiest in terms of content across the 
whole MMS. Adopting this observe-and-pick convention, the central window is organised for enlarged viewing 
of the selected slide. The slides/frames are numbered according to the original PPT slide numbers, for ease of 
reference, and labelled with the case-study coding. Slide 19 [Figure 23] is associated with pressure profiles for 
2% global foil shifting and “10_l-10_nl”, ”10_l-50_nl” and “100_l-100_nl” frequency profiles of movement. 



One new aspect of the system appears in slide 19, which contains an additional link to Motion-Blur animation. 
Mouse selection upon this link activates a top-screen overlaid animation of meniscus free-surface temporal 
movement. In this fashion, the user may observe dynamically the changes of the free-surface over time, 
associating the same with the temporal graphs below, annotated with a synchronised time-bar indicator [Figures 
23, 24]. Nip-pressures fluctuate in time (graphs, pressure versus time) and temporal surface perturbations are 
detected. Initially, the pressure is high over the first 1000 time steps and gradually diminishes as a periodic state 
is approached. 
The next frame-set contains PPT slides 24 to 30 on left sub-menu. This section depicts the free-surface location, 
with particular reference to the meniscus and the coating outlet region [Figures 25, 26]. Figure 25 isolates 
response to a low 100-100, leakage to no-leakage, foil vibration protocol. Figure 26 contrasts high and low 
frequency protocols. No significant differences are directed in coating profiles for high or low foil-vibration 
frequencies. 
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 Figure 27 shows the difference between a range of settings for pressure and life in the nip area, starting from 
standard setting and introducing different widths for a fixed 10l-10nl protocol. The decrease in the magnitude of 
lift and pressure is clearly visible, with increase of the nip-width, localised to the nip-end. Now, there are 
noticeable differences over times 1000Dt to 5000Dt in coating profile states, see Figure 28 at fixed protocol 
100l-100nl. Hence, nip-width itself is exposed as a crucial factor to affect free-surface coating profiles. 
 
“Local Foil Shifting” 
Here shifting different foil-lengths, enables one to identify the problem zones most affected. Having evaluated 
the results of global foil-shifting, a more localised approach is considered. Figures 29, 30 and 31 [cc.10, cc.11 
and cc.12], display the main findings in pressure, lift and drag results, for 30%, 10% and 4% local foil shifting, 
respectively. From the MMS perspective, three sub-menus introduce interaction through menu-options labelled 
E1, E2 and E3. By focusing on lift, per unit length of foil, one observes that maximum lift remains localised to 
the nip-region, during leakage/no-leakage states. The same is true, but is even more exaggerated, if only a local 
portion of the foil-length is shifted. The more local the shift, the more the lift is amplified; shown at 30%, 10% 
and 4% of foil-length shift. Notice the rise in lift to the right of the graphs approaching the nip. This is, in fact, 
what one might expect in practice. The heart of the problem lies here. We speculate that control of the extent of 
foil-movement, through appropriate synchronisation mechanisms, will effectively control surface-coating 
perturbations. The decrease in foil-length shifting (more local) leads to amplification of these values at the nip 
area. This is a significant observation that may account for the end-product defects observed in the process. 
When pressure increases, lift also increases. This may cause the nip-gap to widen and the foil to rise. As a 
consequence, this will reduce the pressure-level, and hence, reset the nip-gap oncemore. 
Case E: Foil-Shifting (locally) 
The green cruise-control path has allowed the compilation of a script that summarises the data under each 
section. This script was captured electronically, partitioned and made available within each relevant MMS 
frame. The voiceover (VO) is accessible through a control-bar (typical for any media player device). Play, stop, 
rewind, and volume-level options are all available. The sound components introduced are programmed to be 
available on-demand, not by default, as a further user-option. The immediate benefit of this VO feature is that 
observers from various scientific and educational backgrounds, can utilise the MMS effectively. In this respect, 
the MMS serves a dual purpose. First, understanding of the research by non-experts becomes a possibility, 
without simplification, reduction in data-content, level, or organisation. Secondly, the different MMS modes are 
integrated and immediately accessible. This enables, but does not limit predetermined interaction, by 
simultaneously allowing access on-demand to other interrelated data instances. As a result, multiple 
presentations for different audiences are made redundant. Now, pre-defined interaction can readily be 
programmed and accessed within a single MME, to provide multiple presentation modes. Immediate advantages 
to this approach include efficient use of system-resources, reduced development effort to generate multiple 
versions, and consistent multimedia features delivered across various media (Internet and CD-Rom) ([9], [5]). 
Lower-functionality presentations may be generated via exporting a selected series of frames from the MMS to 
PPT. 
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3 Conclusions 
Detailed MM data-analysis through steady-state and transient cases reveals the governing factors responsible 
for flow-instabilities within a reverse roller-coating flow, fulfilling a principal aim of this study. Delivery of 
densely-interrelated data through MME, has spurred multi-variable presentation modes. These may enable 
deeper understanding of the particular case study, through customised data representation, data-oriented 
interaction and variation across a wide number of parameter settings. This has been accomplished by allowing 
the freedom to select options in the most appropriate order. Dynamic option-adjustment has enabled direct 
observation of how the flow is affected, revealing an interactive interrogation pattern. This aspect is unavailable 
when data-instances are held in distributed sets of slides, an organisation technique commonly utilised by 
propriety software. A data-oriented approach has been realised, utilising custom-built multi-menus. Graph-
structures have been used to specify data-connectivity and interaction.   
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